
TCRA ConventionTCRA Convention

Common Converter Problems that 
May be Transmission



CD4ECD4E
TCC slip code 628 or P0741TCC slip code 628 or P0741

Possible causes:
VB wear at the pressure regulator

Blown pump gasket – Put in 97 and 
later pump plate

TC turbine hub worn where it 
contacts the front steel washer
Bad turbine sensor or wrong 

turbine sensor



AODE (4R70W)AODE (4R70W)
Converter shudderConverter shudder

Re-torque the valve body (optional, 
install shift kit)

Change ALL the transmission fluid 
(Can use Chrysler fluid)

Add fluid supplement
The above fixes take time to work

Replace TC



AODE (4R70W)AODE (4R70W)
No lock up with TCC solenoid No lock up with TCC solenoid 

circuit codecircuit code
Could be an early TCC solenoid 

installed on a late unit



AODE (4R70W)AODE (4R70W)
Early lock upEarly lock up

Does not release with brake –
Missing B7 check ball

Does release with brake – May be 
normal “Hot” strategy for the 
computer if engine overheats



4R44E / 5R55E4R44E / 5R55E
No lock up No lock up 

TCC apply valve misassembled
Bad TCC solenoid

TCC solenoid pushed out of VB
Early solenoid bracket bent (Use 

2nd design XL2Z-7L491-AA)



E4ODE4OD
Kills engine in ReverseKills engine in Reverse

Filter loose (Use late filter)
Too much pump gear clearance



E4ODE4OD
Kills engine all gears Kills engine all gears 
May be short in TCC solenoid 

circuit



AX4S / AX4NAX4S / AX4N
No movement, No converter fillNo movement, No converter fill

Stuck converter regulator valve



AX4S / AX4NAX4S / AX4N
No Lock up has code 628 or No Lock up has code 628 or 

P0741P0741
Must clear code from memory to 

enable lock up
May be wrong sprockets for the 

vehicle
Broken rivets on lock up piston

Pump shaft sleeve loose



Chrysler RE & RHChrysler RE & RH
TCC cyclingTCC cycling

Bad temp sensor on either engine or 
Transmission

Bad TPS
Bad VSS

Bad neutral switch
Bad alternator

Cut seal in converter



Chrysler RE & RHChrysler RE & RH
Lock up doesn’t releaseLock up doesn’t release

Clogged TCC solenoid or solenoid 
feed screen



Chrysler RE & RHChrysler RE & RH
Kills engine or lugs it downKills engine or lugs it down

Restricted cooler (flush with “Hot 
Flush” machine or bypass cooler

Restricted drainback valve (Replace 
or discard)

Worn pump



4L804L80--EE
TCC cyclingTCC cycling

Worn distributor shaft



4L604L60--EE
Code 1870Code 1870

Most likely worn 
converter regulator bore 

(May only happen after a long drive)
Pump slide worn



4T604T60--EE
Lock up on 1Lock up on 1--2 shift2 shift

No TCC release with BrakeNo TCC release with Brake
Lugs engine coming to a Lugs engine coming to a 

stopstop
TCC solenoid clogged

TCC solenoid feed screen missing or 
broken



4T604T60--EE
Code 1870 (May only happen Code 1870 (May only happen 

after a long drive)after a long drive)
Lock up shudderLock up shudder

Worn bore for converter regulator or 
switch valve 



MitsubishiMitsubishi
Repeated pump bushing Repeated pump bushing 

failurefailure
May be missing converter pilot 

bushing



MitsubishiMitsubishi
No Lock upNo Lock up

May be bad or unplugged 
trans temp sensor



General InformationGeneral Information
Converter hub and pump Converter hub and pump 

bushing worn outbushing worn out
Two types of failures:Two types of failures:



Hub worn all the way Hub worn all the way 
around and bushing mostly around and bushing mostly 

on one sideon one side
Engine and transmission not on same 

center line. Most likely missing 
dowel pins



Hub worn mostly on one side Hub worn mostly on one side 
and bushing all the way and bushing all the way 

aroundaround
Converter and transmission not on 

same center line
Hub run-out or crooked

Bent flexplate
Converter pilot or pilot bushing

Pad height uneven



Engines can cause what feels Engines can cause what feels 
like lock up shudderlike lock up shudder
Some tips to help:Some tips to help:

If shudder is only during lock up 
apply (non PWM), 

Most likely NOT engine
If shudder continues (non PWM), 

Most likely IS the engine
Add a transmission fluid supplement

If the shudder changes at all, 
Most likely NOT engine



Monitor oxygen sensor before 
shudder and during shudder

If readings go very lean only during 
shudder, most likely IS the engine

Engine problems are often secondary 
ignition

Could also be fuel injection, EGR, or 
bad speed sensors.

Sometimes bad distributors or 
alternators.


